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Previous studies of the reaction 3He + 4He → 7Be + γ have mainly focused on providing the
best central value and error bar for the S factor at solar energies. Experimental measurements of
this capture reaction at higher energies, the 3He-4He scattering phase shifts, as well as properties
of 7Be and its excited state, have been used to constrain the theoretical models employed for
this purpose. Here we show that much more information than was previously appreciated can
be extracted from angle-integrated capture data alone. We use the next-to-leading-order (NLO)
amplitude in an effective field theory (EFT) for 3He + 4He→ 7Be + γ to perform the extrapolation.
At this order the EFT describes the capture process using an s-wave scattering length and effective
range, the asymptotic properties of 7Be and its excited state, and short-distance contributions to
the E1 capture amplitude. We extract the multi-dimensional posterior of all these parameters via a
Bayesian analysis that uses capture data below 2 MeV. We find that properties of the 7Be ground
and excited states are well constrained. The total S factor S(0) = 0.578+0.015−0.016 keV b, while the
branching ratio for excited- to ground-state capture at zero energy, Br(0) = 0.406+0.013−0.011, both at
68% degree of belief. This S(0) is broadly consistent with other recent evaluations, and agrees
with the previously recommended value S(0) = 0.56 ± 0.03 eV b, but has a smaller error bar. We
also find significant constraints on 3He-4He scattering parameters, and we obtain constraints on the
angular distribution of capture gamma rays, which is important for interpreting experiments. The
path forward for this reaction seems to lie with better measurements of the scattering phase shift
and S(E)’s angular dependence away from zero energy, together with better understanding of the
asymptotic normalization coefficients of the 7Be bound states’ wave functions. Data on these could
further reduce the uncertainty on S(0).
INTRODUCTION
The continuing interest in the 3He + 4He → 7Be + γ
capture reaction since the 1960s [1] is mostly driven by its
importance to solar neutrino physics [2] and primordial
nucleosynthesis [3–5]. The cross section can be measured
directly at the 100-500 keV energies relevant for the Big
Bang, but not at the corresponding energies for the Sun,
which are around 20 keV. Those lower energies are not
presently accessible in the laboratory due to the expo-
nential suppression of the cross section by the Coulomb
barrier. Historically, the cross sections used in solar mod-
els have mainly been extrapolated to low energy by po-
tential models in which data above ≈ 100 keV were used
to set a spectroscopic factor [6–9]; more recent efforts
follow the same approach but use energy dependences
based on microscopic models [10–12]. Further inputs to
the extrapolants have included 3He-4He scattering data
and 7Be bound-state properties. Concise reviews of the-
oretical calculations and evaluations before 2011 can be
found in Refs. [11, 13]. Additional evaluations, measure-
ments, and calculations have emerged since [12, 14–20].
We demonstrate here that the existing data on the to-
tal capture cross section tightly constrain more aspects of
the reaction dynamics than a spectroscopic factor. Our
analysis of those data yields quite small uncertainties on
the s-wave elastic scattering parameters and the asymp-
totic normalization coefficients (ANCs) of the final states.
The framework that we use, known as Halo effective
field theory (EFT) was developed in Refs. [21–31] and
is reviewed in Ref. [32]. Our Halo EFT treatment of
3He(4He, γ)7Be has 3He (Jpi = 12
+
) and 4He (0+) as fun-
damental degrees of freedom and 7Be (ground state, GS,
3
2
−
) and 7Be∗ (excited state, ES, 12
−
) as shallow p-wave
bound states of the two. The EFT expansion is based on
the observation that the lowest excitation energies of 3He
and 4He (5.5 and 19.8 MeV respectively) are much larger
than the 7Be GS and ES binding energies (1.6 and 1.2
MeV). From the former we infer a high-momentum scale
Λ of about 200 MeV, while from the latter we take the
low-momentum scale Q to be 70–80 MeV. This associates
the s-wave effective range, r0 ≈ 1 fm, with short-distance
physics, but means we can examine center-of-mass ener-
gies E up to about 2 MeV and still have the relative
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2momentum in the initial 3He-4He state fall within the
purview of the EFT.
In that energy range the ratio Q/Λ ≈ 0.4 is used to sys-
tematically expand both scattering and reaction ampli-
tudes; the truncation error at a particular order can thus
be estimated. We have tested that such an expansion is
consistent with the physics of this process by fitting the
EFT capture amplitude to previous model calculations
[13, 33–35]. These fits give us a good understanding of
the systematics of the EFT, and we then apply Bayesian
analysis to the direct capture data to extract the multi-
dimensional probability distribution function (PDF) of
the EFT parameters. This makes it straightforward to
compute the PDF of other quantities predicted by the
EFT, e.g., angular asymmetries and extrapolated S fac-
tors.
There have also been two other recent applications of
Halo EFT to this reaction [18, 20]. The power counting
employed in these works encodes a slightly different hi-
erarchy of mechanisms to that used here. However, our
EFT amplitude agrees with that of Ref. [18] in the limit
that the s-wave shape parameter is zero. The differences
between our approach and that of Refs. [18, 20] lie in the
way that data is handled. Perhaps most significantly we
do not include existing 3He-4He scattering phase shifts
in our analysis because their errors are poorly quanti-
fied. A consistent treatment of 3He-4He scattering is be-
yond the scope of this work [11]. We also take two steps
to treat correlations between data points more carefully
than Refs. [18, 20] did. First, we choose either prompt
or activation data from each experiment and omit the
ERNA activation data so as to avoid including correlated
results in our fit. Second, we include extra parameters
in our analysis to account for the common-mode error in
each data set.
In the following, we first review the formulae for the
EFT amplitude for E1 capture and discuss the power
counting for this system. We then validate our power
counting and amplitude: we show that it captures the
low-energy behavior of several models that have been
used to describe the 3He(4He, γ)7Be reaction. The next
sections discuss our Bayesian formalism and data selec-
tion, and present our results for S(E) and Br(E). We
then discuss other outputs of our analysis, including:
constraints on EFT parameters, most notably s-wave
scattering parameters; the impact of different data sets;
concomitant predictions for the angular dependence of
the S factor, and observables that are correlated with
S(0). We close with a summary. A preliminary and ab-
breviated version of our results appeared in Ref. [36].
FORMALISM FOR E1 CAPTURE
The EFT for this reaction is similar to the one con-
structed in our previous studies of 7Be + p → 8B +
γ [31, 37–39]. The major technical differences are that
here there are no core excitations and a simpler spin
structure. Of course, the energy scales are also differ-
ent. The NLO S factor for E1 capture to 7Be and 7Be∗
can be expressed as [31]
S
P3/2
(E) =
e2piη
e2piη − 1
8pi
9
(eZeff )
2
kCω
3C2(P3/2) ×(| S(γ) |2 +2 | D(γ) |2) , (1)
S
P1/2
(E) =
e2piη
e2piη − 1
4pi
9
(eZeff )
2
kCω
3
∗C
2
(P1/2)
×(| S(γ∗) |2 +2 | D(γ∗) |2) . (2)
Here, kC ≡ αemZ2MR with MR the reduced mass of
the 3He-4He system, i.e., M4M3/(M4 + M3) with M4
and M3 as the masses of two nuclei, αem ≡ e2/(4pi) in
Heaviside-Lorentz units, and both charges are Z = 2;
the well-known Sommerfeld parameter η ≡ kC/p with
p ≡ √2MRE; and the “effective” charge for the E1 tran-
sition, Zeff ≡ (Z/M4 − Z/M3)MR. The energy of the
photon produced in the reaction is denoted by ω ≡ E+B
and ω∗ ≡ E + B∗ with GS and ES binding energies
B = 1.5874 and B∗ = 1.1583 MeV relative to the 3He–
4He threshold [40, 41] (the corresponding binding mo-
menta are γ ≡ √2MRB and γ∗ ≡
√
2MRB∗). The fac-
tors C2(P3/2) and C
2
(P1/2)
are the squared ANCs of the
3He-4He p-wave configurations in the GS and ES [31].
The different factors, 8/9 and 4/9, are due to the differ-
ent multiplicity in the final states [31].
The other components in the two formulae are reduced
matrix elements of the E1 transition between initial s-
and d-wave states and final bound states, S and D. Their
γ or γ∗ dependence is made explicit to differentiate be-
tween the two reaction channels, while their dependence
on other variables is left implicit. At NLO, the s-wave
matrix elements are composed of the well-known external
capture contributions together with short-distance pieces
proportional to the parameter L. The d-wave has only
external capture. For capture to the 7Be GS we have
S(γ) ≡
∫ ∞
0
drW−ηB , 32 (2γr)r
[
Cη,0G0(p, r)
1
Nφ(p)
+
F0(p, r)
Cη,0 p
ReNφ(p)
Nφ(p)
]
−
√
3
2
L
γΓ(2 + ηB)
1
Nφ(p)
, (3)
D(γ) =
∫ ∞
0
drW−ηB , 32 (2γr)r
F2(p, r)
Cη,0 p
. (4)
Here the factor
Nφ(p) = C2η,0 p(cot δ0 − i) (5)
contains the s-wave scattering phase shift δ0 and Cη,l ≡
2le−
pi
2 η|Γ(l + 1 + iη)|/Γ(2l + 2) with the subscript l de-
noting orbital angular momentum. Our EFT ampli-
tude reproduces the effective-range expansion (ERE) for
3C2η,0p cot δ0 [29]:
Nφ(p) ≈ − 1
a0
+
1
2
r0p
2 − 1
4
P0p4 − 2kCH(η), (6)
with the shape parameter P0 = 0 at NLO and a0 and
r0 the scattering length and effective range. In the
coordinate-space overlaps that appear in Eqs. (3) and
(4), W−ηB , 32 (2γr) is the asymptotic (with Coulomb) p-
wave bound-state wave function with ηB ≡ kC/γ, while
Fl(p, r) and Gl(p, r) are the standard regular and irreg-
ular Coulomb functions in the lth partial wave [31]. For
capture to the ES the corresponding S(γ∗) has γ changed
to γ∗ ≡
√
2MRB∗ and L changed to L∗ in Eq. (3), while
D(γ∗) is still found from Eq. (4).
We now discuss the EFT power counting that produces
the amplitudes (3) and (4). The leading-order (LO) p-
wave scattering amplitude in Halo EFT already involves
both the scattering volume and effective range terms in
the effective-range expansion [25]. In the E1 matrix ele-
ment only the p-wave amplitude at the bound-state poles
matters; the EFT expansion can be arranged so that
this quantity receives no corrections beyond LO [26, 42].
Meanwhile, the s-wave scattering amplitude is counted
as ∼ 1/Q in the Coulomb-free case [21–23] and for situ-
ations where Coulomb is weak [43], i.e. η  1, because
H(η) ∼ Q there. In these contexts the term 12r0p2 in
the effective-range expansion is NLO and can be treated
in perturbation theory. However, for strong Coulomb
(η  1) H(η) ∼ Q2. If 1/a0 ∼< Q2 this motivates resum-
ming the r0 piece of the effective-range-theory amplitude,
yielding a LO amplitude that scales as 1/Q2 [29, 44].
(We note that cancellations between 12r0p
2 and Re H(η)
could in fact render the leading-order amplitude as large
as 1/Q3 [18].) Our case is η ∼ 1, where the best organiza-
tion of the amplitude is unclear. We therefore resum the
term 12r0p
2 to ensure that we capture its full effect. The
first correction to our s-wave amplitude is then due to
the − 14P0p4 shape parameter term in the effective-range
expansion. We estimate this effect to be of relative or-
der (Q/Λ)3 (N3LO), as per the weak-Coulomb case [21–
23]. The suppression will be less than that if the LO
amplitude has a size ∼ 1/Q2 or 1/Q3 [18, 20]. The rel-
ative size of the short-distance effect proportional to L
(L∗ for the excited state) is independent of the power
counting adopted for the s-wave scattering amplitude,
since N−1φ (p) cancels in the ratio of the short-distance
and external-capture contributions. The scaling of the
co-ordinate space integrals for these two pieces of the
amplitude evidences a suppression of the short-distance
effect by a factor of Q/Λ, i.e. it enters the amplitude
only at NLO [26, 31] (cf. “Model A” of Premarathna
and Rupak [20]). Note, however, that we do not linearize
in L and L∗ when the NLO amplitude is inserted into
Eqs. (1) and (2). Higher-derivative short-distance oper-
ators are further suppressed by factors of Q/Λ or ω/Λ
according to their naive engineering dimension [26].
Capture to both the ground and excited state in-
volves the same initial state for s-waves ( 12
+
), so the s-
wave reduced matrix elements both depend on a0 and
r0. Hence, up to NLO there are 6 parameters, C
2
(P3/2)
(fm−1), C2(P1/2) (fm
−1), a0 (fm), r0 (fm), L (fm), and L∗
(fm). In what follows we frequently work in terms of the
sum and ratio of squared ANCs: C2T ≡ C2(P3/2) +C2(P1/2)
and R(P1/2) ≡ C2(P1/2)/C2T .
We now validate our power counting by comparing the
capture amplitude it produces to a number of models that
have been used to describe the 3He(4He, γ)7Be reaction.
EFT REPRESENTATION OF OTHER MODELS
The formulae (1)–(4) should approximate any model of
3He(4He, γ)7Be. As we did for 7Be(p, γ)8B, we now test
this hypothesis by fitting the NLO EFT to three models:
the potential models1 that we refer to as Buck85 [33],
and KimA [35], as well as a semi-ab-initio model we de-
note here as Nollett [13]. That model used variational ab
initio models of 3He, 4He, and 7Be bound states but gen-
erated scattering correlations from a simplified version of
the KimA potential [35]. (We also examined the Buck88
model [34]; it gave very similar results to Buck85.)
The ANCs of the potential models followed from im-
posing unit norm on the 3He-4He channel, while those
of the Nollett model arise from many-body dynamics
in a unit-norm seven-body wave function. The s-wave
effective-range parameters, a0, r0, and P0 were fitted to
the s-wave phase shifts generated by the models. For d-
wave captures, we found that the Buck85 potential model
gives results that differ significantly from the external
capture formula, e.g., Eq. (4). We therefore included two
higher-order contact terms in the EFT Lagrangian for
initial d-wave channels to improve the fit. This adds one
extra term to D(γ): LD
√
pi
15
p2
γΓ(2+ηB)
√
1 + η2
√
4 + η2,
as well as an analogous term to D(γ∗). Both LECs, LD
and LD∗, have units of fm4 and are expected to scale
as Λ−4. They should thus be N4LO effects of relative
size ≈ (Q/Λ)4 ≈ 3% at E = 2 MeV compared to LO.
In order to fit the s-wave capture results of the KimA
model we also consider the possibility of energy depen-
dence in the short-distance contribution to s-to-p-wave
E1 capture, via couplings named L
′
and L
′
∗ that modify
L → L + L′p2, and L∗ → L∗ + L′∗p2. The correspond-
ing contact operators are related to the lowest-order E1
1 We were unable to reproduce published results of these models,
apparently because of insufficient information; we have used ac-
curate physical constants and solution methods, and attempted
to resolve ambiguities in the ways that best reproduced binding
energies.
4contact operators [31], whose couplings are proportional
to L and L∗, but with E field replaced by ∂ ×B. The
new couplings have units fm3, and should be on the order
of 0.04 fm3, because the outgoing photon momentum is
suppressed by Q/MR compared to the particle momenta.
Numerically Q/MR ∼ 10−1 has a similar size to (Q/Λ)2,
so this term is also considered an N4LO contribution.
However, we emphasize that even including both this en-
ergy dependence and the d-to-p-wave contact operators
proportional LD and LD∗ does not yield the complete
N4LO calculation.
The fitted parameter values are shown in Table I,
where it is evident that the potential models as we im-
plemented them do not reproduce the measured binding
energies. The quality of fits for the total S factor can be
seen in Fig. 1: the disagreement shows a general trend
of increasing with energy, and the maximum is about
1% at E = 2 MeV. We find that the ANCs are much
larger than those in our previous 7Be capture study, in-
dicating that the p-wave ‘effective range’ may contain an
additional fine-tuning and scale ∼ 1/γ here [24]. Since
the p-wave ANCs are comparable, R(P1/2) ≈ 0.4, any
fine-tuning would have to be present in both J channels.
Meanwhile the scattering parameters are consistent with
naive-dimensional-analysis estimates: a0 varies from 20
to 40 fm, while r0 is around 1 fm, corroborating the as-
signment of Λ ≈ 200 MeV. P0 tends to be negative with
a magnitude around 0.4 or 0.5 fm3.
These numbers are consistent with capture models that
treat s-wave 3He-4He scattering as hard-sphere scatter-
ing [45–47]. These match scattering data qualitatively
and have a0 = 24–28 fm and r0 = 1.0 fm. The global
R-matrix fit of Ref. [17] corresponds to a0 = 34 fm and
r0 = 1.0 fm; we find similar a0 and r0 values when we
use the AZURE2 code [48] to perform our own R-matrix
analysis of different 3He-4He scattering data sets.
In our fits to the various potential models the NLO
short-distance contributions to s-to-p-wave transitions, L
and L∗, are also consistent with the EFT estimate ∼ 1/Λ.
Their nearly identical size is consistent with the bound
states being spin-orbit partners in the potential models.
In contrast to the NLO scattering parameters, LD
and LD∗ are considerably larger than naive-dimensional-
analysis estimates in the pure potential-model cases. For
Buck85 their contribution to the total cross section is
20% at 2 MeV: without them, i.e., in a strict NLO calcu-
lation, the disagreement between the EFT and this model
is 30% at E = 2 MeV for d-wave captures to the GS and
ES. There is a similar, although not as severe, discrep-
ancy between the strict NLO result and the KimA model.
Examining the Buck85 and KimA wave functions reveals
that these large d-wave short-distance constants occur
because in these models roughly the entire r < 5 fm part
of the matrix element cancels out. This is because of the
nodal structure imposed phenomenologically on the wave
functions, which was intended to capture the main effects
Buck85 [33] KimA [35] Nollett [13]
C2T (fm
−1) 30.33 29.22 21.01
R(P1/2) 0.4197 0.4192 0.4002
a0 (fm) 36.97 18.27 29.48
r0 (fm) 0.9726 0.9979 0.9723
P0 (fm3) -0.3688 -0.08666 0.5227
L 0.9018 0.6434 0.9546
L∗ 0.9079 0.6334 0.9772
L
′
0.09125 0.5311 0.2240
L
′
∗ 0.07964 0.5465 0.2366
LD (fm
4) -4.541 -1.950 0.5124
LD∗ (fm4) -4.844 -3.096 0.3444
B (MeV) 1.608 1.656 1.587
B∗ (MeV) 1.163 1.192 1.158
TABLE I: EFT parameters obtained from partial-N4LO fits
to models from the literature. Quantities are total ANC
squared (C2), the ratio of ES ANC squared to C2T , the scat-
tering length, effective range, and shape parameters as well
as s-to-p-wave short-distance parameters, L and L∗ and d-to-
p-wave short-distance parameters LD and LD∗. The last two
rows are the binding energies of 7Be’s GS and ES.
of nucleon-exchange antisymmetry [49, 50]. The ultimate
size of the r < 5 fm piece of the dipole matrix element
is sensitive to the placement of the nodes and the am-
plitude of the oscillation between them [49], and these
models do not necessarily treat the physics that drives
this cancellation reliably. In contrast, the partially ab
initio Nollett calculation implements full antisymmetry
for the 7Be wave function. It yields less-complete cancel-
lation in the one-body piece of the matrix element and
hence smaller LD and LD∗ are needed in that case. We
also note that the inferred L
′
, L
′
∗ is a surprisingly large
0.5 fm3 for the KimA model (the Nollett and Buck85 re-
sults are markedly smaller). This is because KimA’s un-
physically small a0 = 18 fm, combined with the imposed
nodal structure of its wave function, yields a noticeably
different energy dependence than Eq. (3).
Because the short-distance parameters LD, LD∗, L
′
and L
′
∗ are large compared to naturalness expectations
for some models, below we study whether including them,
i.e., performing a “partial-N4LO” calculation, signifi-
cantly affects the results for S(E) that we obtain from
the experimental data.
BAYESIAN ANALYSIS AND DATA SELECTION
We now take the results (1)–(4), together with data
from a number of recent experiments [15, 16, 51–57]
and employ Bayesian analysis [58–60]—implemented via
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FIG. 1: Total S factors in different potential models and EFT
fits thereto. The full S factor produced by each model is rep-
resented by the open circles in the upper panel. The mod-
els, shifted for readability, are Nollett [13], KimA [35] and
Buck85 [33]. The solid, short-dashed, and long-dashed lines
represent the partial-N4LO EFT fits to the model results, i.e.,
the fits whose optimal parameter values are listed in Table I.
The lower panel shows, on a log-linear scale, the fractional
discrepancy vs energy, ∆S(E)/S(E), between each full model
result and the corresponding EFT fit: Nollett (solid), KimA
(short dashed), and Buck85 (long dashed).
Markov-Chain-Monte-Carlo (MCMC) sampling2—to ob-
tain probability distribution functions (PDFs) for the
EFT parameters. This follows the path of our work on
7Be(p, γ)8B and details can be found in Refs. [38, 39].
The first goal is to obtain the posterior PDF of the pa-
rameter vector g given data, D, our theory, T , and prior
information, I.
To account for the common-mode errors (CMEs) in
the data we introduce data-normalization corrections, ξJ
(with J = 1 to Nexp, the number of S-factor experi-
ments, which ultimately equals six) in addition to the six
(eleven) fitted EFT parameters at NLO (partial-N4LO)
that constitute the vector g. The vectors g and ξ contain
2 We find it useful to implement parallel tempering [61] to handle
local maxima in the likelihood as a function of g.
the full set of parameters that we want to constrain. For
the EFT parameters we take flat prior distributions with
a range that comfortably encompasses natural values (see
below). If we then use gaussian priors for the ξJ ’s, we
can (omitting obvious step functions) write the desired
PDF as pr (g, {ξJ}|D;T ; I) ≡ c exp
(−χ2/2), where c is
chosen so that the PDF is properly normalized and
χ2 ≡
Nexp∑
J
{Ns,J∑
j=1
[(1− ξJ)S(g;EJj)−DJj ]2
σ2Jj
+
ξ2J
σ2c,J
}
+
Nbr∑
l=1
[
Br(g;El)− D˜l
]2
σ2br,l
. (7)
Here J indexes the different S-factor experiments and
j labels the jth data point in a particular experiment,
DJj , taken at energy EJj , and with point-to-point un-
certainty σJj . S(g;EJj) is then the EFT prediction for
the total S factor at that energy. Meanwhile experiment
J ’s quoted CME is σc,J . The second part of the first term
then comes from the priors for the ξJ normalization pa-
rameters. Note that although we use the notation χ2 in
Eq. (7) to emphasize the similarity to the usual good-
ness of fit parameter, the quantity defined there does not
follow a χ2 distribution because of the CMEs.
There are six total S-factor data sets, here labeled
Seattle (S) [51], Weizman [52], Luna (L) [53–56], Erna
[57], Notre Dame [15], Atomki [16]. Their stated CMEs,
σc,J , are, respectively, 3%, 2.2%, 2.9%, 5%, 8%, and
5.9%. The lowest energy data are from Luna, while the
points above 1.5 MeV are mostly from Erna with three
from Atomki. Wherever possible, we have used activation
data from these experiments following the same reason-
ing as in Ref. [11]: the prompt and activation data are
correlated whenever both exist in the same experiment,
but the prompts have an additional source of systematic
uncertainty due to the photon emission anisotropy as-
sumed in their analysis. We do however use recoil data
from Erna. We also use the prompt measurements from
Notre Dame.
In order to ensure that we are fitting data within the
domain of validity of the EFT we only use data below 2
MeV, which yields a total of 59 S-factor and 32 Br data
points. Fig. 2 displays the data sets. The bump in the
S-factor data at E = 3 MeV is due to E2 capture to the
GS through a 72
−
f-wave resonance; it does not affect the
partial waves that matter at astrophysical energies, and
we estimate its contribution in the region of our analysis,
E < 2 MeV, to be < 0.1%. We discuss our data selec-
tion and provide a full data listing in the supplemental
material, where we correct some misprints in the pub-
lished literature (cf. the EXFOR database [62] entry for
Ref. [54]).
The second sum in Eq. (7) brings branching-ratio data
into our analysis. The total number of Br measurements
6is Nbr. The lth data point is D˜l, with point-to-point un-
certainty σbr,l. The EFT result is then Br(g;El), the ra-
tio of excited-state to ground-state cross sections. There
are four modern data sets on this branching ratio: from
Seattle, Luna, Erna, and Notre Dame. Since the S-factor
data are mostly either activation or recoil and the biggest
CMEs in S—target thickness, detector geometries, etc.—
largely cancel for branching ratios, we assume no corre-
lation between S-factor and Br data3. And, since CMEs
largely cancel in Br, we do not include an analogue of
the ξJ ’s for these data, so they do not need to be grouped
by experiment.
RESULTS FOR S(E) AND Br(E)
We define the EFT parameter space via the
quadrature-sum and ratio-of-squared ANCs, C2T and
RP1/2 , together with the sum and difference of the short-
distance LECs: LT,δ ≡ L ± L∗. We take flat priors for
these parameters, with ranges considerably larger than
those suggested by naive dimensional analysis: 0 < C2T ≤
100 fm−1, 0 < R(P1/2) < 1, 0 ≤ a0 ≤ 75 fm, 0 < r0 ≤ 10
fm, −20 ≤ LT ≤ 20 fm, −20 ≤ Lδ ≤ 20 fm. We have
taken a0 to be positive since this is indicated by micro-
scopic models [63], phenomenological treatments of scat-
tering data [17, 45, 46], and our own AZURE2 fits. With-
out such a prior, our analyses produce alternate maxima
of the posterior corresponding to negative a0. We also
require that there is no resonance below 1.6 MeV and no
bound state shallower than 1.6 MeV. Note that choos-
ing flat priors on C2(P3/2) and C
2
(P1/2)
instead of C2T and
RP1/2 results in a different weight in the PDF, but the
two choices give nearly identical results, because the Ja-
cobian is approximately constant for the ANCs that are
ultimately permitted by the data.
There are no further corrections to our Halo EFT
at N2LO, so the dominant truncation errors should be
N3LO and N4LO terms. At N3LO the shape param-
eter, P0 is incorporated into the Nφ factor in Eq. (3)
for the GS and the analogous expression for the ES. In
addition to our NLO analysis we do a partial-N4LO anal-
ysis that includes selected terms associated with short-
distance physics at N4LO (see above). This allows us to
assess the impact of truncating the EFT at NLO. In the
partial-N4LO calculation we include the L
′
and L
′
∗ cou-
plings describing the energy dependence of the s-wave-
capture’s contact terms and also the contact terms in
the d-wave channel parameterized by LD and LD∗. We
take flat priors for these five N3LO and N4LO parame-
3 The exception is ND, where we include both total S-factor and
Br values from the same prompt-gamma counting but both sta-
tistical and systematic errors are large compared with other data.
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FIG. 2: Total S-factor and branching-ratio results. The data
sets are denoted as in the legend and are from Luna [53–
56], Erna [57], Seattle [51], Weizman [52], Atomki [16], and
Notre Dame (ND) [15]. The green (gray) band shows the
68% interval for S(E) and Br(E) in our NLO (partial-N4LO)
analysis. The mean is denoted by the blue (black) line.
ters. The priors are chosen to cover ranges that are much
larger than the naive dimensional analysis and that cover
the fit results for models and existing literature on the
s-wave ERE [64, 65]. They are: −0.6 ≤ P0 ≤ 0.6 fm3;
−1 ≤ L′, L′∗ ≤ 1 fm3; −10 ≤ LD, LD∗ ≤ 10 fm4.
Turning now to the empirical data, sampling the to-
tal χ2 defined by Eq. (7) reveals no improvement go-
ing from NLO to partial-N4LO. We also evaluate the
Bayes factor [60, 66] using the Savage-Dickey ratio [67]
and find a Bayes factor for NLO over partial-N4LO of
about 6. This constitutes “substantial” evidence against
the partial-N4LO calculation for these observables in this
energy range [68]. We therefore quote NLO as our main
result. Full results for the partial-N4LO calculation are
given in the Supplemental Material.
Fig. 2 shows the 68% interval for S(E) and Br(E)
in our NLO (green) and partial-N4LO (gray) analyses.
The NLO (partial-N4LO) mean is denoted by the blue
(black) line. Note that the data is shown without any re-
scaling by the factors ξJ , so Fig. 2 under-reports how well
our final result reproduces the data. If we adopt values
for the ξJ ’s that maximize their posterior PDF then the
distribution of χ2’s of our MCMC sample peaks at 82, or
1.04 per degree of freedom.
The one-dimensional PDFs for S(0) and Br(0) are
shown in Fig. 3. For S(0) the NLO EFT result is
S(0) = 0.578+0.015−0.016 keV b while the partial-N4LO re-
7sult is S(0) = 0.565+0.019−0.022 keV b. The 68% interval
for S(0) at NLO thus also encompasses the impact of
higher-order EFT corrections. We also compute S at the
20 keV representative of the solar environment, and get
S(20 keV) = 0.570 ± 0.015 keV b. This is compatible
with a recent inference from measurements of the solar-
neutrino flux: S(20 keV) = 0.548± 0.054 keV b [69].
The recommended S(0) from fitting mainly the same
data in Ref. [11] is 0.56±0.02(exp)±0.02(theory) keV b,
which is consistent with our result, but has an uncer-
tainty that is almost a factor of two larger. The more
recent R-matrix analysis of deBoer et al., which included
3He-4He scattering data, gave 0.542 ± 0.011(MC fit) ±
0.006(theory)
+0.019
−0.011(phase shift) keV b [17], while Iliadis
et al. quote 0.572±0.012(exp)±0.013(theory) keV b [12].
deBoer et al.’s value is lower than ours by 1.4 stan-
dard deviations (adding all errors in quadrature); it may
be relevant that the scattering data included in their
fit greatly outnumber the S-factor data. Our result is
consistent with that of Iliadis et al., but has a slightly
smaller error bar. More recently, Premarathna and Ru-
pak considered two different Halo EFT power countings
of the 3He-4He scattering and capture reactions [20]. Nei-
ther power counting is exactly the same as ours, but
in practice the NLO amplitude we used to obtain our
main results agrees with the leading-order “Model A”
amplitude of Ref. [20]. Our analysis therefore matches
most closely the “Model A* II” calculation of Ref. [20]
which found S(0) = 0.551+0.021−0.014 keV b. That 68% inter-
val overlaps ours, with the different central values poten-
tially explained by some differences in the way we treated
data (see above) and Premarathna and Rupak’s inclusion
of the shape parameter P0 as a free parameter in their
“Model A” fit. The earlier Halo EFT analysis by Higa et
al. [18] included scattering data and so is harder to com-
pare to ours; it yielded S(0) = 0.558±0.008 keV b, which
was updated to S(0) = 0.550+0.009−0.010 keV b in Ref. [20].
The NLO and partial-N4LO numbers for Br(0) are
Br(0) = 0.406+0.013−0.011 and Br(0) = 0.397
+0.017
−0.019 respec-
tively. In this case adding the higher-order terms in-
creases the uncertainty by about 50%.
THE IMPACT OF DIFFERENT DATA SETS
We can use our NLO EFT analysis to study how choos-
ing particular data sets affects the results for S(0) and
Br(0). We did three new extractions: the first excludes
the precise/low-energy data from Seattle (S) and Luna
(L) on S(E) and Br(E), while the other two include ei-
ther the Seattle or the Luna data. These are to be com-
pared to the above results, which employ all data. Fig. 2
suggests that the Br measurements from ND and Erna
provide only weak constraints on the extrapolation to
E = 0 and Fig. 4 confirms that without either the Seat-
tle or Luna data sets the PDF for S(0) is quote broad,
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FIG. 3: One-dimensional distributions obtained for NLO
(grey histograms, black dash-dotted lines) and partial-N4LO
(yellow histograms, blue solid line) analyses. The histograms
are generated from our MCMC samples and the lines are re-
constructed smooth distributions. The upper panel shows
S(0) and the lower panel shows Br(0).
while that for Br(0) has two peaks. Fig. 2 makes it clear
that the Luna data set then adds constraints at very low
energy, while the Seattle experiment provides more pre-
cise measurements at higher energies. These two data
sets, either singly or more powerfully in combination, re-
move the Br(0) ≈ 0.25 solution—a solution that would
be quite surprising in light of existing quantum mechan-
ical models. Individually, they also increase the S(0)
median value from 0.52 to 0.55 (Luna) and 0.60 (Seat-
tle). The one-dimensional PDFs for S(0) in the upper
panel of Fig. 4 then show a consistency region for S(0)
when all of the data sets are considered, with a narrower
peak than can be obtained if the Seattle or Luna data
are excluded.
EFT AND NORMALIZATION PARAMETERS
The one-dimensional distributions of the EFT param-
eters and the ξJ from our MCMC analysis can be found
in the Supplementary Material (see Fig. 8). We also used
the VEGAS [70] integration algorithm to marginalize the
12-dimensional PDF down to one dimension and found
good agreement with MCMC. The NLO analysis leads to
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FIG. 4: The impact on S(0) and Br(0) of analyzing subsets
of our full data set. The blue-dashed “w/o S & L” curve is
the result if Seattle and Luna data are both excluded, while
the orange-dashed “+ L” and green-dot-dashed “+ S” curves
show the result when that analysis is supplemented with the
Luna and Seattle data respectively. The solid curve “+S & L”
curve is our final NLO result, including all data sets described
above.
strong constraints on the ANCs and scattering parame-
ters: there is a lot of information gained from direct-
capture data as compared to the large prior windows we
started with. We find (68% intervals): C2T = 27±3 fm−1,
R(P1/2) = 0.48 ± 0.04, a0 = 52 ± 5 fm, r0 = 0.97 ± 0.03
fm, LT = 2.35 ± 0.1 fm, Lδ = 0.08 ± 0.08 fm. The
data supports r0 and both short-distance parameters of
around 1 fm, validating the EFT power counting. (This
is also close to the values obtained in the fits to potential-
model output—see Table I.) Note also that L ≈ L∗,
i.e., the short-distance physics makes approximately the
same contribution to capture to both ground and excited
states, as expected for spin-orbit partner states.
Including the N4LO EFT operators relaxes these con-
straints to varying degrees, but the central values gener-
ally remain within the 68% interval of the NLO fit, see
the Supplementary Material. There are no strong con-
straints on the five N4LO parameters, although positive
values are preferred for all of them. The partial-N4LO
fit implies LD and LD∗ are between −2 and 2 fm. This
is much more consistent with naive dimensional analysis
than were the potential-model fits in Table I. We note
that this outcome is not a result of our choice of prior,
which encompassed a markedly broader range.
The ξJ distributions of both Seattle and Luna data
sets have central values slightly outside the 68% interval
associated with the quoted CME σJ,c, but they are within
the 95% interval. Refs. [11, 12] also found some ground
for regarding these sets as moderate outliers. The other
sets have CME distributions within or barely outside the
68% region.
ANGULAR ASYMMETRY
From our analysis of mainly activation and recoil data,
we can also infer the angular asymmetry of the prompt
gamma rays. All prompt-gamma measurements of this
reaction involve detectors covering limited solid angle,
and published cross sections generally include a correc-
tion for angular asymmetry based on models [35, 45] that
amounts to 2–3% after integration over detector solid an-
gle [15, 51, 54, 56, 71–74]. This correction is sometimes
assigned a 100% error, which causes it to dominate the
error budget of at least one experiment [56]. A desire
to place this correction on a firmer footing has been ex-
pressed in the recent experimental literature [15, 51].
At NLO the differential S factor, dS/dΩ, in the CM
frame is proportional to the reaction amplitude squared,
i.e.,
|S|2 + 2 |D|2 +
[
2 Re
(
ei(σ2−σ0)S∗D
)
− |D|2
]
P2(cos θ),
with e2iσl ≡ Γ(l + 1 + iη)/Γ(l + 1 − iη) the phase shift
due to the Coulomb interaction in partial wave l. In what
follows we define the anisotropy of the cross section, A2
such that dS/dΩ ∝ 1+A2 cos2 θ [45]. Other modulations
proportional to P1(cos θ) and P3(cos θ) should—because
of parity—mainly arise due to interference between E1
and M1 or E2, whereas A2 should be dominated by E1
transitions below 2 MeV. Near the 72
−
resonance the E2
multipole could contribute, but our NLO result for A2
should be robust for the energies considered here.
We compute A2 for both the P3/2 ground state and the
P1/2 excited state, using our NLO samples, and obtain
the result shown in Fig. 5. The smooth blue (GS) and
red (ES) curves are the mean values from the A2 dis-
tributions at different energies, while the corresponding
bands are the 68% intervals. The anisotropy used to in-
terpret most experiments [45] (see Fig. 4 therein) is also
shown: it lies at the upper edge, or just outside, our 68%
band at E > 500 keV. Fig. 5 shows our uncertainty for
A2 is generically around 20% below 1 MeV and grows to-
wards higher energies. Our results suggest that—at least
away from the zero of A2 around 400-500 keV—the un-
certainty of the A2 correction has sometimes been over-
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FIG. 5: Blue solid (red dashed) lines are the mean and bound-
aries of the 68% intervals for the anisotropy A2 for capture to
GS (ES) at NLO in Halo EFT. The green and purple regions
show the full 68% interval for the GS and ES respectively. The
black solid (black dashed) line is the result of Tombrello [45]
for the asymmetry in radiative capture to the ground (excited)
state, commonly used to analyze experimental data.
estimated. Ref. [51] found that at 700–1200 keV setting
A2 = 0 produced better agreement between prompt and
activation data in the same experiment than the Ref. [45]
anisotropies; our results do not support such a large de-
viation from Ref. [45]. The only direct measurement of
the anisotropy is in Ref. [75], where errors are too large
to provide strong constraints.
S(0) AND ITS CORRELANTS
Part of the power of Bayesian methods lies in their
ability to reveal correlations between different parame-
ters. For example, Fig. 6 shows a three-dimensional scat-
ter plot of the NLO MCMC samples in the a0–r0–LT
sub-space. When projected onto the a0–r0 and a0–LT
planes this structure produces hyperbolic correlations.
This can be understood from inspection of Eq. (3) and
expressions immediately following it. At NLO in Halo
EFT the data constrains the combinations of parame-
ters a0(r0 + constant) and a0(LT + constant); the con-
stant comes from the H(η) function in the ERE and the
G0(p, r) wave function contribution in the reduced ma-
trix element.
Interesting two-dimensional correlations between S(0)
and other observables are shown in Fig. 7: with C2T , a0,
and the anisotropy A2 of the ground-state transition at
1.5 MeV. (We chose the particular energy 1.5 MeV as
representative of energies well above zero, where larger
cross sections may mean A2 can be measured with rea-
sonable accuracy.) The opacity of the histogram grows
with the size of the pertinent PDF; the contours then cor-
respond to the 68% and 95% regions around the mode.
Interestingly, the correlation between the ANCs and S(0)
is not nearly as strong as in the 7Be(p, γ) reaction. Other
physics affects S(0) more markedly here than in that
FIG. 6: a0–r0–LT 3-dim scatter plot based on MCMC sam-
pling. All three axes have units of fm.
case [76]. We also show the evaluation of S(0) and the
ANCs from deBoer’s R-matrix analysis [17] (red square)
and the “Solar-Fusion II” evaluation [11] (blue triangle):
both are consistent with this correlation at the combined
68% level, even without any consideration of ANC un-
certainty. The correlation between S(0) and a0 is clear
in the NLO analysis; we also show where the deBoer et
al. and Adelberger et al. results lie in that plane.
Lastly, a measurement of A2 near 1.5 MeV may pro-
vide additional information on S(0). A2(1.5 MeV) near
0.1 clearly favors an S(0) at the low end of our range,
while A2(1.5MeV) near zero would imply an S(0) at the
upper end of it—and a concomitantly larger C2T . (Similar
correlation also exists between S(0) and the A2(1.5MeV)
for the total S factor.) This output from an A2 mea-
surement is independent of our discussion in the previ-
ous section of the role of A2 in interpreting the prompt
measurements.
SUMMARY
We employed the Halo EFT expressions for
3He(4He, γ)7Be at next-to-leading order to describe
with reasonable accuracy the behavior obtained for
the S factor of this reaction in three different models.
However, in order to accurately reproduce some models’
S-factor behavior up to 2 MeV the NLO calculation
must be supplemented by selected higher-order terms,
namely those that encode the short-distance part of
the d-to-p-wave E1 transition. We then considered
59 S-factor and 32 Br data points, obtained below
center-of-mass energies of 2 MeV in experiments at six
different laboratories. We employed a Bayesian analysis,
with broad priors on EFT parameters predicated on
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FIG. 7: NLO correlation of S(0) with C2T , a0, and A2 of the
ground-state transition at 1.5 MeV. In the top panel, the red
square denote C2T and S(0) from Refs. [17] and [11] (only
uncertainty for S(0) quoted). The values of a0 and S(0) from
Refs. [11, 17] are also shown in the middle panel (again, only
uncertainty for S(0) is shown).
them being natural, to determine that (68% degree of
belief) S(0) = 0.578+0.015−0.016 keV b, given these data and
the NLO Halo EFT expression. The central value is
consistent with, but the error bar approximately a factor
of two smaller than, the recommendation of Ref. [11].
Our S(0) is broadly consistent with other, more recent,
analyses of this reaction [12, 17]. Our results can be
used to analyze whether parameters and observables are
correlated with S(0), and so determine how to obtain ad-
ditional or complementary constraints. We also showed
the impact of different data sets on our determination
of the S factor at solar energies, and found that the
angular asymmetry assumed in previous prompt-gamma
experiments is not grossly wrong. Further measurements
of that asymmetry would address an important aspect
of prompt-gamma measurements, and could also tighten
constraints on the EFT parameters, thereby reducing
the S(0) uncertainty.
Natural EFT parameters can be found such that the
NLO expression provides a good fit to the data—after
common-mode errors are accounted for—with a χ2 per
degree of freedom of 1.04. The χ2 is not improved by
adding the short-distance mechanisms embodied in sim-
ple potential models of S(E), and so the Bayesian evi-
dence ratio disfavors their inclusion. Perhaps most sur-
prisingly, the NLO fit provides a strong constraint on the
s-wave scattering length and effective range, a0 = 52± 5
fm, r0 = 0.97 ± 0.03 fm—without the use of any 3He-
4He scattering data. This is in marked contrast to our
7Be(p, γ) analysis where information on a0 had to be
taken from other experiments. The incorporation of 3He-
4He scattering information into the analysis is an impor-
tant topic for further work on the use of Halo EFT and
Bayesian methods in 3He(4He, γ)7Be.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
More details on the data sets
The Weizman data have been multiplied by a factor of 10.52/10.44 following Ref. [17]. We note that the statistical
error bars of three Luna data points have been over-represented by a factor of two in previous analyses [12, 17] due
to mistakes in some published tables [56, 62] (see EXFOR documentation for Ref. [56] data at https://www.nndc.
bnl.gov/exfor/servlet/X4sGetSubent?reqx=53982&subID=241709002).
For the ERNA data we use the recoil data, since for that case the asymmetry appears not to be relevant and there
are only a few activation data; we then exclude the ERNA activation data because of their correlations with the recoil
data and with the LUNA data for which the same counting apparatus was used. For the Notre Dame data set there
is no activation data and the larger errors mean that the anisotropy correction of “less than 2%” is roughly a quarter
the size of both the systematic and the statistical errors, so we use the prompt data there.
Finally, we note that the Seattle Br data were analyzed assuming A2 = 0. Correcting for the anisotropy of the
emission of the gamma ray from capture to the ground state could affect these results since the correction should be
applied to the GS capture gamma-ray but not to the isotropic cascade gamma from ES capture. Determining whether
a statistically significant correction due to this effect should be applied to the Seattle Br data is beyond the scope of
this publication.
The following tables list the 71 data used in our analysis, together with the point-to-point errors.
E(MeV) S(eV b) δS (eV b) BR δBR
0.3274 0.495 0.015 0.41 0.023
0.426 0.458 0.01 0.405 0.009
0.518 0.44 0.01 0.394 0.009
0.5815 0.4 0.011 0.422 0.013
0.7024 0.375 0.01 0.424 0.01
0.7968 0.363 0.007 0.427 0.005
1.2337 0.33 0.006 0.439 0.006
1.2347 0.324 0.006 0.443 0.007
TABLE II: Seattle data
E(MeV) S(eV b) δS (eV b)
0.42 0.423 0.0308
0.506 0.382 0.0301
0.615 0.365 0.0162
0.95 0.318 0.00576
TABLE III: Weizmann data
Further N4LO results
In Fig. 8 we show the one-dimensional distributions for the EFT parameters and the experimental normalization
parameters, ξi, obtained in our NLO and partial-N4LO analyses.
The experimental data we analyzed prefer positive val-
ues of P0, L′, L′∗, LD, and LD∗. This is in contrast to the
results for potential models: Table I shows negative val-
ues for P0 in all models and a sizable and negative LD∗ in
the two that lack explicit nucleon antisymmetry. Despite
the fact that there are no strong constraints on these five
additional parameters their presence in the fit does mean
that C2T (a0) develops a long tail at large (small) values
in the partial-N4LO PDFs. a0 also develops a second
mode corresponding to “small” a0 (< 20 fm).
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E(MeV) S(eV b) δS (eV b) BR δBR
0.3034 0.475 0.033 0.44 0.08
0.3849 0.505 0.034 0.41 0.07
0.4742 0.435 0.021 0.39 0.05
0.5931 0.401 0.02 0.35 0.04
0.6717 0.378 0.021 0.4 0.05
0.6718 0.402 0.032 0.39 0.07
0.815 0.344 0.016 0.34 0.04
0.856 0.338 0.02 0.42 0.06
0.9028 0.379 0.021 0.36 0.05
0.9516 0.361 0.021 0.42 0.05
0.994 0.35 0.015 0.4 0.04
1.084 0.346 0.017 0.42 0.05
1.129 0.355 0.018 0.36 0.04
1.1545 0.361 0.019 0.41 0.05
1.2674 0.313 0.022 0.36 0.06
1.3741 0.338 0.018 0.45 0.06
1.452 0.35 0.023 0.35 0.06
TABLE IV: Notre Dame data
E(MeV) S(eV b) δS (eV b)
1.473 0.313 0.012
1.791 0.327 0.011
2.115 0.351 0.01
2.338 0.354 0.013
2.527 0.401 0.012
TABLE V: Atomki data
E(MeV) S(eV b) δS (eV b)
0.0929 0.534 0.0156
0.1057 0.493 0.0144
0.1265 0.514 0.0151
0.1477 0.499 0.0146
0.1689 0.482 0.0141
0.1695 0.507 0.0149
0.1056 0.516 0.0151
TABLE VI: Luna S data
E(MeV) Br δBr
0.171878 0.417 0.02
0.107424 0.415 0.029
0.094533 0.38 0.03
TABLE VII: Luna Br data
This means that the correlation between S(0) and a0
is less clear in the partial-N4LO calculation, see Fig. 9. If
other data, e.g., from 3He-4He scattering, eliminates the
second mode then the partial-N4LO correlation between
a0 and S(0) will remain very similar at partial-N4LO to
the NLO one shown in Fig. 7.
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E(MeV) S(eV b) δS (eV b)
0.701 0.393335 0.0690062
0.802 0.384988 0.0210953
0.902 0.338772 0.0149145
1.002 0.350661 0.0125236
1.002 0.33277 0.0107345
1.102 0.334043 0.00309299
1.102 0.338683 0.00618598
1.103 0.333598 0.0092666
1.203 0.333206 0.00682798
1.203 0.333206 0.0122904
1.353 0.327112 0.00820711
1.403 0.343345 0.00448817
1.403 0.339979 0.00897635
1.504 0.338643 0.010356
1.604 0.325511 0.00965908
1.704 0.348755 0.0108986
1.704 0.350572 0.00817395
1.804 0.344794 0.00343935
1.804 0.339635 0.010318
1.904 0.367645 0.0114633
1.955 0.3505 0.00880252
2.005 0.385407 0.0109669
2.055 0.373849 0.00921189
2.105 0.373511 0.0120487
2.156 0.36588 0.00369576
2.205 0.380778 0.0116268
2.205 0.377871 0.0116268
2.305 0.374302 0.00985006
2.306 0.374891 0.0112538
2.406 0.378399 0.00956243
2.507 0.396918 0.00398913
2.762 0.420305 0.00439124
2.857 0.443373 0.0123159
2.857 0.437215 0.0123159
2.908 0.467309 0.0103711
2.928 0.453491 0.01155
2.947 0.476221 0.0102999
2.968 0.458807 0.0120739
2.987 0.456732 0.0054158
2.988 0.475307 0.0120331
3.008 0.457537 0.0101941
3.028 0.454249 0.00956315
3.048 0.45279 0.0119155
3.068 0.443044 0.00950229
3.089 0.457582 0.0112472
3.11 0.434283 0.00826081
3.13 0.429449 0.0176486
TABLE VIII: Erna S data
The inclusion of the additional N4LO parameters also broadens the three-dimensional correlation of a0, r0, and
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E(MeV) Br δBr
1.102 0.48 0.03
1.403 0.46 0.02
1.403 0.468 0.013
1.804 0.45 0.02
2.156 0.403 0.016
2.597 0.42 0.02
TABLE IX: Erna Br data
L¯T , see Fig. 10, which is the analog of Fig. 6 in the main
text.
The anisotropy prediction at partial-N4LO is also en-
tirely consistent with the NLO one, see Fig. 11, which is
to be compared to Fig. 5. Since the data do not support
the additional effects in the partial-N4LO calculation, the
N4LO results in this Supplemental Material have 68% in-
tervals that overlap the NLO 68% intervals. The partial-
N4LO intervals do tend to be broader, but that is pre-
sumably largely because the five extra parameters in that
calculation are so poorly constrained by the data.
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FIG. 8: One-dimensional PDFs for NLO (grey histograms, red dash-dotted lines) and partial-N4LO (yellow histograms, blue
solid lines) analyses. The histograms come from the MCMC samples; the lines are the reconstructed smooth distributions. In
the plots of the ξi distributions the vertical purple lines show the 1σ normalization uncertainty for each data set quoted in the
corresponding publication and stated in the main text.
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FIG. 9: S(0) correlated with other observables. (Note A2 is
for the ground-state transition.) In the top (middle) panel
the red square represents the C2T (a0) and S(0) from Ref. [17]
and the blue triangle that from Ref. [11]. Both references,
however, only provide an uncertainty for S(0) and do not
give an error for C2T or a0.
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FIG. 10: a0–r0–LT (all in units of fm) three-dimensional scat-
ter plot based on the partial-N4LO MCMC ensemble.
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FIG. 11: Solid blue (dashed red) lines indicate the mean and
68% interval for the anisotropy factor for the capture to the
GS (ES) in the partial-N4LO MCMC samples. Green (purple)
fills in the 68% region. The black solid (GS) and dashed (ES)
are the anisostropy calculation of Ref. [45].
